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A modern approach to frontline learning
that actually works

Axonify has partnered with Ultimate Kronos Group (UKG)
so you can deliver highly effective training to your frontline
employees. Why does Axonify work so well? Because the
experience is fun, personalized and only takes three to five
minutes a day right inside UKG DimensionsTM, the solution
they’re already using every shift. And because it’s designed
to make learning stick, it changes behaviors in all the right
ways to make a meaningful impact on business results.

Why it matters
A lot of important things happen on the frontlines of
business. It’s where products are made and problems are
resolved. It’s where safety matters most and sales deals
close. And it’s where customers are ultimately delighted or
disappointed. Axonify makes sure your frontline employees
remember to do the things that matter most to your
business.

What’s in it for you?
• Make learning irresistible with the
learning platform that gets 83%
average participation, 2-3 times a
week
• Meet the learning needs of your
frontline workforce where they
already spend their time
• Weave learning into the work
day in a way that’s fun, fast, and
proven to change behavior in all
the right ways
• Use AI to tie business results
directly back to your training
programs
• Deliver learning in a way that our
brains actually work — bite-sized
and spaced optimally over time
• Provide leaders with critical
insights into employee knowledge,
compliance, participation,
behaviors and performance
• Lighten your content load with
access to an extensive library of
micro-content

Call us today at 1-855-AXONIFY (296-6439) or visit axonify.com/ukg to learn more.

Here’s why Axonify works so well
to fuel frontline performance
People love the experience
Your learning solution only works if employees use it. A whopping 83% of users log in
to Axonify 2-3 times a week. Why is it so engaging? Because built-in games, points and
leaderboards keep them coming back to learn, again and again. And since the training is
served up within Workforce Dimensions, and only takes 3-5 minutes a shift, it fits easily
into their day.

It gets them doing the right things
The things your frontline employees do (and don’t do) every day can make or break your
success. Axonify continually reinforces the top things your frontline needs to know, using
focused, bite-sized microlearning content and other techniques proven by brain science
to make sure people remember what they’ve learned. And when our AI-powered adaptive
engine detects behaviors that could be putting your business at risk, it kicks into gear to
quickly fill knowledge gaps.

You can clearly see what’s working
You never have to take our word that your training is working. With Axonify, you can
finally know with absolute certainty how and where your training programs are impacting
your business results—beyond completion rates and test scores. Our question-based
approach generates massive amounts of data on each learner. Then we use machine
learning to connect the data back to the KPIs your business cares most about.

We’re all about your success
We’ve implemented Axonify hundreds of times, for some of the biggest brands in the
world. From the beginning, it’s all hands on deck, helping you prioritize and get off to a
strong start. Then we keep on providing the support, content and other stuff you need to
squeeze every drop of awesome out of Axonify. Forever.

About Axonify

About UKG

Axonify is the modern learning solution for frontline
employees that actually works. With more than 150+
customers accessing Axonify from 142 countries
around the world, including Walmart, Bloomingdale’s,
Levi’s and Merck, trust Axonify to fuel their people’s
performance to keep pace with their business. Founded
in 2011, Axonify is headquartered in
Waterloo, ON Canada.

At UKG (Ultimate Kronos Group), Our Purpose Is
People. As a leading global provider of HCM, payroll, HR
service delivery, and workforce management solutions,
UKG’s award-winning Pro, Dimensions, and Ready
solutions help tens of thousands of organizations
across geographies and in every industry drive
better business outcomes, improve HR effectiveness,
streamline the payroll process, and help make work a
better, more connected experience for everyone.

For more information please visit axonify.com

To learn more, visit www.ukg.com

